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Abstract
We consider the evolution equation u(t) + Au(t) + 2aB _u(t) = 0, where B is comparable to A for some 12661. This
is a model for an elastic system with structural damping, and it is known that the system operator associated with this
model is the innitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup on the natural energy space. However, except for the case
of so-called Kelvin{Voigt damping ( = 1), this operator is neither sectorial nor associated with a coercive sesquilinear
form. We show that these properties can be obtained via a dierent inner product on the energy space. c© 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Consider the following abstract model of an elastic system with structural damping, which is a
second-order dierential equation on a Hilbert space X :
u(t) + Au(t) + 2aB _u(t) = 0;
u(0) = u0; _u(0) = v0:
(1)
We make the following standing assumption on the elasticity operator A:
(H1) The operator A is densely dened, self-adjoint, unbounded and strictly positive on X , with
compact resolvent (I − A)−1. This is a standard assumption consistent with the physical
models of elastic systems.
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The damping constant a is positive, and for now we assume that B is a densely dened, positive-
denite, self-adjoint operator on X . In [3] Chen and Russell were the rst to consider the possibility
of associating such models with analytic semigroups. They dened the energy space H=dom A1=2X
equipped with the energy norm k(u; v)k2H = kA1=2uk2X + kvk2X . By making the identication
z(t) = (u(t); _u(t)), (1) can be reformulated as the rst-order system
_z(t) =Az(t);
z(0) = (u0; v0):
(2)
Here A is dened on the domain
domA= f(u; v) 2 H : v 2 dom A1=2 \ dom B; u 2 dom Ag (3)
by A(u; v) = (v;−Au − 2aBv). Chen and Russell showed that the closure of A is the innitesi-
mal generator of a C0-semigroup of contractions, which is analytic in the case B = A1=2, and they
conjectured that the semigroup is analytic when B is ‘comparable’ to A1=2. More specically, they
conjectured that A is the innitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup if dom A1=2 dom B and
either of the following inequalities holds for some > 0:
kA1=4ukX6kB1=2ukX 8u 2 dom A1=4; (4)
kA1=2ukX6kBukX 8u 2 dom A1=2: (5)
The conjectures were conrmed, extended and generalized in [4,5,7,8]. These papers consider the
more general situation in which B is comparable to A, for 0<61. A summary of their results
is that when 12661; A generates an analytic semigroup, and when 0<<
1
2 ; A generates a
dierentiable (Gevrey) semigroup, but not an analytic semigroup. Also in [4] the authors showed
that for the case = 12 , the semigroup is analytic on a ‘scale’ of Hilbert spaces, including the energy
space. Recently, Liu and Liu [11] have introduced a new (variational) setting for the reformulated
rst-order system (2). They have obtained analogous results on the dierentiablity=analyticity of the
system semigroup.
In this paper we show that for the case 126< 1, via a renorming, the operator −A becomes
sectorial and can be associated with a coercive sesquilinear form (denitions are given below). This
is signicant since it is a stronger property than that of generating an analytic semigroup, and is not
even possible with the standard energy norm (we note that it is possible in the energy norm when
 = 1, the case referred to as Kelvin{Voigt damping, as shown in [1]). There are some important
approximation and smoothness results available for parameter estimation and LQR problems when
the system operator is associated with a coercive sesquilinear form (see for example [1,2,10]). We
do not pursue these ideas here, but they provide a motivation for seeking a formulation involving
coercive forms. Another motivation (detailed below) is that in such a case the coercivity implies that
the system semigroup is analytic on certain smaller or larger spaces, extending a result in [4]. Finally
(see (18)), the sesquilinear form which we construct is dened on a space (Ve in ((18)) compactly
embedded in the energy space H , and this has positive ramications for Galerkin approximations
constructed on Ve.
We nish this section by recalling some standard denitions and results for sectorial operators
and coercive forms. The reader is referred to [9,12{14]. For an operator A dened in a Hilbert space
H , the numerical range of A (also called the eld of values of A), denoted by (A), is the subset
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of the complex plane dened by (A) = fhAx; xiH : x 2 dom A; kxkH = 1g. The numerical range
is inner product dependent, and sometimes this is indicated explicitly by the notation (A; h; i).
The numerical range is convex [9] and always contains the eigenvalues, and hence contains the
convex hull of the eigenvalues. The closed operator A is m-sectorial (with vertex at the origin) if
the numerical range (A) is contained in a sector of the form jarg()j6< =2 and if k(I−A)−1k
61=(−Re ) for Re < 0. (Some authors dene sectorial in terms of the resolvent only, and not
the numerical range { e.g. [15, p. 1096]; we are following [9].) The operator A is quasi m-sectorial
if a translation A+ kI is m-sectorial. Next, given Hilbert spaces V H , with the embedding dense
and continuous, the sesquilinear form  :V  V ! C is bounded if there exists K > 0 such that
j(x; y)j6KkxkVkykV for all x; y 2 V;
is V -elliptic if there exists c> 0 such that
Re(x; x)>ckxk2V for all x 2 V;
and is V -coercive if there exists c; k 2 R; c> 0, such that
Re(x; x)>ckxk2V − kkxk2H for all x 2 V:
In either case  uniquely denes an operator A : dom AH ! H by
(x; y) = hAx; yi (6)
for all x 2 dom A and y 2 V , and
dom A= fx 2 V : j(x; y)j6KxkykH for all y 2 Vg;
where Kx depends on x. It is known that if  is V -elliptic (resp. V -coercive), then the operator A
dened by  is m-sectorial (resp. quasi-m-sectorial). Also, given any quasi-m-sectorial operator A
(whether or not it is dened by a sesquilinear form as above), it is known that −A is the innitesimal
generator of an analytic semigroup. However, the converse is not true. Thus, it is possible for −A
to generate an analytic semigroup even though A is not quasi-m-sectorial and so does not ‘come
from’ any V -coercive form (indeed, this is precisely the situation for the model considered in this
paper). However, because the numerical range can be changed by renorming, it may be possible to
nd a new inner product in which A becomes m-sectorial and associated with a V -coercive form.
In the next two sections we apply this idea to the structural damping model (1).
2. The case B = A: renorming and optimal numerical range
Recall Eq. (1) of interest:
u(t) + Au(t) + 2aB _u(t) = 0;
u(0) = u0; _u(0) = v0:
Under the assumptions above on A, let fng1n=1 be the eigenvalues of A, satisfying 0<1<2<   
and n !1 as n!1. To simplify the presentation we assume the n’s are all simple. Let feng1n=1
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be the corresponding eigenvectors which form an orthonormal basis for X . Then the fractional powers
of A are dened, and we shall make use of the fact that for > 0
21 kuk2X6kAuk2X for all u 2 dom A: (7)
In this section we make the standing assumption that B = A; 126< 1, which makes possible the
explicit computation of the eigenvalues of A. We even prove the main result of this section under
this restrictive assumption, but only for illustrative purposes so that we may compare the location
of the eigenvalues with the sector to be constructed. For the more general case of an operator B
‘comparable’ to A, the eigenvalues of A typically cannot be explicitly calculated. This case will
be dealt with in the next section.
A detailed analysis of the spectrum of A, including explicit computation of the eigenvalues, is
given in [4] when B= A. In particular, the eigenvalues fn g1n=1 of A are given by
n = (−a
q
a2 − 1−2n )n: (8)
Notice that n is nonreal only when a
−1=2
n < 1. A physical interpretation of 

n being real is that
the nth vibratory mode is overdamped. Thus, lighter damping (smaller a or smaller ) allows more
underdamped modes. Below we shall make an assumption that a−1=21 < 1. This is a physically
reasonable assumption for a model of damped elastic structures, and it means that there is at least
one mode which is not overdamped. An illustrative picture of typical eigenvalue behavior for light
damping is given in Fig. 1.
It is worth noting from (8) that for 12<61, there can only be nitely many eigenvalues 

n
which are nonreal. Eventually (for n suciently large) the n are real. Further, for  6= 1, we must
have n ! −1 (no nite accumulation point, which does occur for = 1).
Our goal is to associate A with a coercive sesquilinear form, but we shall rst rule out this pos-
sibility in the energy norm. Observe, though, that it is possible to associate −A with a sesquilinear
form in the energy norm, and the standard way to do this is to set V = dom A1=2  dom A1=2 with
norm k(u; v)k2V = kA1=2uk2X + kA1=2vk2X . Then V H and the embedding is continuous (although not
compact). Also dene the sesquilinear form  :V  V ! C by
((u; v); (f; g)) =−hA1=2v; A1=2fiX + hA1=2u; A1=2giX + 2ahA=2v; A=2giX :
Then domAV H and we have
h−Ax; yiH = (x; y) for all x 2 domA; y 2 V: (9)
However, while  is V -bounded, it is neither V -elliptic nor V-coercive. In fact, it is impossible
to associate −A with a coercive form in this problem. That is, there does not exist a space V
continuously embedded in H and a coercive form  :V  V ! C for which domAV and (9)
holds. The reason is that if there were such a space V and coercive form , then as noted in the
introduction it would follow that the numerical range (−A) is contained in a sector in the complex
plane. The next result shows that this is not possible.
Lemma 1. If B= A; and 126< 1; then (−A) contains the right half complex plane.
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Fig. 1. Typical eigenvalue distribution for A when B = A.
Proof. We shall instead show that (A) contains the left half complex plane. Let 1; 2> 0 be
given. We will nd x = (u; v) 2 domA satisfying
kxk= 1; RehAx; xi=−1; ImhAx+; x+i>2; and ImhAx−; x−i<− 2:
Then since 1 and 2 are arbitrary positive constants, the result follows from the convexity of (A).
To proceed, recall the eigenvalues fng1n=1 of A, and corresponding eigenvectors feng1n=1. Choose n
such that (n=1)> 1 and 21
p
(n=1)− 1 (1−2)=2n > 2 (this is always possible since n !1). Set
m = (n=1) and dene u = 
−1=2
n
p
(m− 1)=m en and v = (i=
p
m)en. If we set x = (u; v), then
kxk= 1 and
hAx; xiH = n2i Imhv; uiX − nkvk2X
=2i1=2n
p
m− 1
m
− n=m
=2i1
q
(n=1)− 1(1−2)=2n − 1
and the result follows.
Thus even though the convex hull of the eigenvalues of −A is contained in a sector, the numerical
range is not, so −A is not sectorial. We shall now dene a new norm on H for which the numerical
range is reduced to a sector.
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First make the physically reasonable assumption
a−1=21 < 1 (10)
discussed above. Dene the norm k  ke on H by
k(u; v)k2e = kA1=2uk2X + kvk2X + 2a2−11 RehA1−u; viX :
Using (7) and the following variant of the Cauchy{Schwarz inequality on a Hilbert space X ,
 2Rehx; yi6kxk2 + 1

kyk2 8x; y 2 X; for any > 0; (11)
we have
k(u; v)k2e6 kA1=2uk2X + kvk2X + a2−11 (kA1−uk2X + (1=)kvk2X )
6 (1 + a)kA1=2uk2X +
 
1 +
a2−11

!
kvk2X
= (1 + a−1=21 )k(u; v)k2H :
We used = −1=21 . A similar argument shows that
k(u; v)k2e>(1− a−1=21 )k(u; v)k2H :
Thus the norms k  ke and k  kH are equivalent, and
(1− a−1=21 )k(u; v)k2H6k(u; v)k2e6(1 + a−1=21 )k(u; v)k2H (12)
for all (u; v) 2 H . The norm k  ke has a compatible inner product given by
h(u; v); (f; g)ie = hA1=2u; A1=2fiX + hv; giX + a2−11 hA1−u; giX + a2−11 hv; A1−fiX :
For the proof of the main result we will make use of the following lemma, which applies in a
general Hilbert space setting, and may be of independent interest.
Lemma 2. Let X be a Hilbert space; and 0<b< 1. Then for any > 0
kxk2 + 1

kyk2  2bRehx; yi  2
p
1− b2Imhx; yi>0
for all x; y 2 X .
Proof. The vectors (b;
p
1− b2) and (cos ;sin ) are unit vectors in the Euclidean norm on R2,
and so by the Cauchy{Schwarz inequality we get
−16 b cos  
p
1− b2 sin 61:
Since hx; yi 2 C, we have
Rehx; yi= r cos ; Imhx; yi= r sin ; r = jhx; yij>0; and 0662:
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Thus,
kxk2 + 1

kyk2  2bRehx; yi  2
p
1− b2 Imhx; yi
=kxk2 + 1

kyk2 + 2r(b cos 
p
1− b2 sin )
>kxk2 + 1

kyk2 − 2r
=kxk2 + 1

kyk2 − 2jhx; yij
>kxk2 + 1

kyk2 − 2kxk kyk
>0;
where (11) was used for the last inequality.
Theorem 3. If B=A and a22−11 < 1; then the numerical range (−A) is contained in the sector
jarg()j6; where = arctan
q
(1− a22−11 )=a−1=21 . Furthermore; A satises the strict dissipative
inequality
RehAx; xie6− a1
(1− a−1=21 )
(1 + a−1=21 )
kxk2e :
Proof. Let (u; v) 2 domA. We have
hA(u; v); (u; v)ie = h(v;−Au− 2aAv); (u; v)ie
=2i ImhA1=2v; A1=2uiX − akA=2vk2X
+[a2−11 hA1−v; viX − ahAv; viX ]
−a2−11 kA1−=2uk2X − 2a22−11 hAu; A1−viX : (13)
Now using (7) we have kA=2vk2X = kA−1=2A(1−)=2vk2X>2−11 kA(1−)=2vk2X , so that the expression in
square brackets in (13) is nonpositive. Continuing, we have
RehA(u; v); (u; v)ie6−a2−11 kA1−=2uk2X − akA=2vk2X
−2a22−11 RehA1−=2u; A=2viX : (14)
Now, use (11) with = −1=21 to get
RehA(u; v); (u; v)ie6−a2−11 (1− a−1=21 )kA1−=2uk2X
−a(1− a−1=21 )kA=2vk2X ;
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and use (7) twice to get
RehA(u; v); (u; v)ie6− a1(1− a1−=21 )(kA1=2uk2X + kvk2X ) (15)
6− a1
(1− a1−=21 )
(1 + a1−=21 )
k(u; v)k2e ; (16)
where we used the equivalence of norms (12) for the last inequality. This proves the dissipative
inequality, and for the sector argument we continue from (13) to get
jImhA(u; v); (u; v)iej= 2(1− a22−11 )jImhA1−=2u; A=2viX j: (17)
Now we may use Lemma 2 with b = a−1=21 ;  = 
−1=2
1 ; x = a
1−=2u, and y = A=2v, together with
(14), to get
jImhA(u; v); (u; v)iej6
q
1− a22−11
−1=21
(2−11 kA1−=2uk2X
+kA=2vk2X + 2a2−11 RehA1−=2u; A=2viX )
6−
q
1− a22−11
−1=21
RehA(u; v); (u; v)ie
and the result follows.
Remark 1. Because the eigenvalue pair 1 satises
Im 1 =−
q
1− a22−11
−1=21
Re 1 ;
the sector constructed with our inner product is optimal among sectors with vertex at the origin
(i.e., smallest possible sector angle). This is illustrated in Fig. 2, which depicts the case 12<< 1
(see Remark 3 for  = 12). As noted previously, in this case there can be at most nitely many
nonreal eigenvalues, and the remaining real eigenvalues march o to −1. Only one of these real
eigenvalues is actually plotted in Fig. 2 due to scaling.
Remark 2. For the case B = A and a22−11 >1 all of the eigenvalues fn g1n=1 of A are real and
negative. Thus all vibratory modes are overdamped, and this case is of marginal physical interest.
Nonetheless, we can construct a norm which shrinks the numerical range down to the negative real
axis in the complex plane. The norm is given by
k(u; v)k2e = kA1=2uk2X + kvk2X + (2=a)Re hA1−u; viX :
It is straightforward to show that Im hAx; xie = 0 for all x 2 domA.
Remark 3. When = 12 , the numerical range is equal to the convex hull of the eigenvalues, and in
fact A becomes a normal operator under the inner product h; ie. See [6] for details.
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Fig. 2. Optimal numerical range is the smallest sector containing the convex hull of the eigenvalues.
Remark 4. The case of a more general damping operator B, with no assumption of light damping
as in (10), is considered in the next section. In fact, we obtain a stronger result which supercedes
Theorem 3 in the sense that it will also imply that (−A) is contained in a sector. However it will
not give the sharp placement of the sector obtained in this section.
3. The case of a general B: coercivity and implications
In this section we show how A can be associated with a coercive sesquilinear form on an
appropriate space. We allow for a general damping operator B and only make the assumption that
1
26< 1. We shall not nd it necessary to obtain the sharp estimates required to obtain an optimal
sector as in the last section, which will allow us some freedom in ‘weighting’ the norms which will
arise. First, we dene the types of damping operators B to be considered. In the literature on this
problem one nds several dierent conditions applied to B, and we give conditions similar to [11],
and inclusive of those in [4]. More specically, we assume that
(C1) B is linear in X and satises dom B dom A=2.
(C2) There exists an operator S 2 L(dom A=2; X ) such that
hBv; giX = hSv; A=2giX
for all v 2 dom B and g 2 dom A=2. (Thus kSvkX6kSkkA=2vk2X for all v 2 dom A=2.)
(C3) There exists c> 0 such that RehSv; A=2viX>c kA=2vk2X for all v 2 dom A=2.
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These conditions are analogous to those in [11], except there a variational approach is given. More-
over, the operators B in [4] satisfy (C1){(C3): (1:5b) in [4] implies (C1) and (C3), and (4:7) in
[4] implies (C2) (their S is our SA−=2).
The operator A is dened as before in (3). We next redene the norm k  ke as
k(u; v)k2e = 1kA1=2uk2X + 1kvk2X + 22 Re hA1−u; viX :
If we follow an argument similar to the one used to show (12), we obtain the analogous result that
k  ke is a norm on H equivalent to k  kH . One need only assume that the weights 1; 2 are both
positive, and 1 is suciently large relative to 2; a and 1. Next, let us dene the space VeH by
Ve = dom A1−=2  dom A=2 (18)
with the natural norm
ku; vk2Ve = kA1−=2uk2X + kA=2vk2X :
We observe that Ve is densely, continuously and compactly embedded in H . Now dene the sesqui-
linear form e : Ve  Ve ! by
e((u; v); (f; g)) =−1hA=2v; A1−=2fiX + 1hA1−=2u; A=2giX
+2a1hSv; A=2giX − 2hA(1−)=2v; A(1−)=2giX
+2hA1−=2u; A1−=2fiX + 2a2hSv; A1−=2fiX :
A straightforward calculation reveals that
e((u; v); (f; g)) = h−A(u; v); (f; g)ie (19)
for all (u; v) 2 domA and (f; g) 2 Ve. It is also straightforward but tedious to check that several
applications of the Cauchy{Schwarz inequality yield a K > 0 for which
je((u; v); (f; g))j6Kk(u; v)kVek(f; g)kVe
for all (u; v); (f; g) 2 Ve. Thus e is Ve-bounded, and it remains for us to show that it is Ve-elliptic.
For (u; v) 2 Ve, observe that
Ree((u; v); (u; v)) = 2a1RehSv; A=2viX − 2kA(1−)=2vk2X
+2kA1−=2uk2X + 2a2 RehSv; A1−=2uiX
> 2(1− a)kA1−=2uk2X
+

2ac1 − 21−21 −
a2kSk


kA=2vk2X :
Thus if we select  small enough so that 1 − a> 0, and if for this  we select 1 large enough
so that
2ac1 − 21−21 −
a2kSk

> 0;
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then there exists a positive C such that
Ree((u; v); (u; v))>Ck(u; v)k2Ve
for all (u; v) 2 Ve. This proves that e is Ve-elliptic, so A is associated with a coercive form. As
noted in the introduction, once this is obtained the results in [1,13,14] yield many useful properties
of A (actually an extension of A), which we now summarize.
First observe that we have a standard Gelfand triple (pivot space framework) VeH  H V e .
Also, using standard representation theorems, the Riesz mappings and embedding operators (see [14]
for details), the form e uniquely denes an operator A1 : domA1H ! H . Because of (19),
A1 is an extension of A (in this case, the closure of A), and it is A1 which generates an analytic
semigroup, and −A1 which is m-sectorial. Furthermore, A1 can be extended to V e or restricted to
Ve, and the resulting operators generate analytic semigroups on the respective spaces. We use the
same symbol A1 for such extensions or restrictions. The results of this section can now be stated
in the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Assume that 126< 1 and hypotheses (H1); (C1){(C3). Then the operator A in (3)
extends to an operator A1 : domA1H ! H; and −A1 is m-sectorial and A1 is the innitesimal
generator of an analytic semigroup of contractions T (t) on H . Furthermore; the operator A1
restricted to Ve or extended to V e generates an analytic semigroup on that space (as in [1; 14] we
use the same symbol T (t) for this semigroup).
Remark 5. As detailed in [1,14], this coercivity result yields many useful estimates for the resolvent
operator (I −A1)−1 and semigroup T (t). For example, there exist positive constants K1; K2; K3
such that for all Re > 0
k(I −A1)−1xkVe6
K1
jj1=2 kxkH ;
k(I −A1)−1xkVe6
K2
jjkxkVe
for all x 2 Ve, and
kT (t)xkVe6
K3
t1=2
kxkH
for all x 2 H .
Remark 6. This coercivity result also has important consequences for semigroup convergence in the
semidiscrete approximation problem. Suppose we dene nite-dimensional Galerkin approximating
operators AN1 on nite-dimensional subspaces H
N Ve, with the approximating property that for
every x 2 Ve, there exists xN 2 HN such that kx − xNkVe ! 0 as N ! 1. In this situation, with
TN (t)=exptA
N
, one typically proves a Trotter{Kato type convergence result stating that for all x 2 H ,
lim
N!1
kTN (t)PNx − T (t)xkH = 0
for t > 0, and the convergence is uniform on compact t-intervals. Here PN is the orthogonal pro-
jection of H onto HN . With the coercivity result we get the same semigroup convergence, but in
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the stronger Ve norm (see [1]). This is important for problems in parameter estimation and optimal
control.
4. Conclusion
For some time it has been known that in the mathematical model of elastic systems with structural
damping, the associated system operator A is the generator of an analytic semigroup of contractions.
For the general model we have shown how to construct a coercive sesquilinear form associated with
A. This is stronger than previous results (since it implies that an analytic semigroup is generated),
yields new bounds for the resolvent operator and semigroup, and allows improved semigroup con-
vergence results in the approximation problem. We have also considered the special case in which
the damping operator satises B=A and light damping is assumed. In this case we construct inner
products which shrink the numerical range of A to an optimal sector in the complex plane, tak-
ing advantage of explicit knowledge of the system eigenvalues. These new theoretical results will
impact on applications involving the physical model by providing a new framework for Galerkin
approximations for problems of simulation, control, and parameter estimation.
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